
CHAPTER II 

EXP~"'RIMENTAL METHODS USED· Ilf THE I'·RESEUT STUDY 
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(A) · Determination of Ple.sma Parameters·· by Radio 

~'\requency Conductivity Mea.Surement. 

(i) In absence of magnetic field' 

(ii) In praa.ence of magnetic :field. 

AJ.1psratue:-

(i) Mcleod· Gauge, Model VG/2 (Supplied by 

M/a. Be.synth, c'alcutta; ran'ge 0 to 10 mm o:r Hg.) ( ii) 

Vacuum tube volt meter(VTVM) (Marconi), Model TF 104 K. 

(Supplied by M/e. Associated Inetrumenta Co. (Pvt.) Ltd.) 

(iii) High Vacuum Pump, (iv) 4 KV Transformer (v) R.F. 

Of}cillator (Vi) Auto Transformer (vii) Regulated Power 

Supplj Unit (viii) Electr~magnet. 
I 

Calibratigns of 4 XV T:ransfo.rmer:-

The out put voltage in the eecondary of the 

transformer.he.s been ·obtained for different primary 

voltage (varied by auto transformer) by means of an 

accurately calibrated ele~troatatic voltmeter and the 

results are given in table (2:~,1). 
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TABLE 2.1 

.... , ... ~ - .-. - - -- ........ - ..... '~ ... -- ... -- ... -
Primary volte.ge • Secondary voltage 

t ' 

in volts • in vol te 
. . ' ' 
--------~------------

0· 0 

15 ;oo· 
,o 600' 

,~45 900 

60 1200 

75 . 1520 

90. 1875 

105 2200 

120 2500 

135 2900 

150 3250 

165 3550 

----~-·---~-~---------
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The calibration has been repeated ~brice and the' 

results are plotted in fig.2.1. In actual experiment the 

output voltage from the secondary has been actually mea• 

eured during the experiment. 

Calibration of Electromsgneti-

The electromagnet has been calibrated by two 

different methods, viz. (i) by using Gauss meter and 

(ii) by using a bal.Ustic galvanometer. 

The electromagnet has been calibrated using 

gauss meter. The gsuss meter consisting of a rectangular 

coil is placed perpendicular to ~ uniform magnetic field, 

the induced e.m.f. is generated in the coil which is mea

sured in terms of the strength of the magnetic field. The 

variation of D.O. current supplied by the metal rectifier 

~y means of a~ autotransformer to the electromagnet with 

the strength of the magnetic field are measured. The 

results are given in table 2.2 and 2.3~ 
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TA'SLE 2.2 

Separation between the pole pie~s = 3.5 om. 

___________ ... _. __ _._ ... ~---------~ .... 

• Current in mA. , Oorrepponding magne-.. 
' tic field in gaues • 
• 

------------------------- .... ------ .... -- ... -
.o 0 

50 112 

100 215 

160 300 

200 380 

G 250 460 

300 560 

350 600 

400 700 

450 880 

500 950 

550 1100 

600 1200 

650 1300 

700 1450 

750 1550 

800 1700 

850 1800 

900 2000 

1000 2100 

---.-------~-----..,-----------------
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TABLE 2.3 

Separation between th~ P,ole pibee~ = 7.8 em. ,.., 
_._ ... ______ ..... _____ _.. ________ .._ _____ __ 

' Current in mA. ' Oorrespon~ing magne-
' 
' tie field in gause. 

.~ - ....... --- -- ....... ·- - - .... -- - - -- - - - ....... - -
0 0 

'100 150 

200' 250 

300 375 

400 550 

500\ 6"[5 

600 850 

700 950 

800 1100 

900 I 1250 

1000 1350 

1100 1500 

1200 1625 
__,/" 

1300 1725 

1400 1850 

1500 1900 

1600 1975 

1700 2050 _________ ... _____ .... ______________ _ 
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The calibration curves- are draWn. of the magnetic field 

against current in the coii of the electromagnet (fig~2.2 and 
2.3). . 

Oalibr&tion of R,F.Oscillator:-

The radio frequency oscillator is a tuned plate tuned 

grid oscillator designed for generation or voltage in the range 

of 1. 4 .Miiz to 5. 5, MT:Iz. 

The plate voltage of the oscillator tube is supplied 
,. 

from a full wave rectifier circuit using tube of the type 5R4GY. 

The composite circuit of the R.F. oscillator is g~ven in fig.2.4. 

To calibrate the frequency of the oscillator, ·the absorption wave 

meter as well as the oommun~cation receiver was used. Preliminary 

measurements of frequency were made with the absorption wave 

meter. Then using the receiver the final measurements were taken 

for frequency corrected upto 0.1 tUiz. The dial of the condenser 

ie e!!librated in terms of the £:reguenc .. v:. A curve is plotted for 

.dial reading~ against frequency in fig. 2.5 and the results are 

given in table 2.4. 
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TABLE 2.4 

Oscillator Frequency Oalibra~io~ • 
.._ __________ ....., _________ _..., ... 
Condenser dial • Frequency in :MHz. 

' . ' 

dt. readitlg. · · ' 
i 

2 1.45 

4 1.50 

6 1.60 
' 

8 1.70 

10 1.79 

12 1.90 

14 2.02 

16 2.15 

18 2.32 

20 2.58 

22 - '2.75 

24 3.13 

26 3.44 

28 3.81 

30 4.17 

32 4.5:5 

}4 4.95 

36 5.16 
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The experimenta1 arrangement for the measurement of 

the radio frequency conductivity of the ionised gae is ehawn 

in fig. 2.6. In this experiment a discharge is maintained be

tween the two electrodes of a cylindrical discharge tube of 
22:.C.l'TI . 

length and the separation between the electrodes 23 em to 
A . 

19.5 em by a transformer (4KV) and a R.F. voltage :trom an 

oscillator is supplied to the :l.onised gas through a coupled 

circuit~ eonsisting of an R.F. milliameter and a variable 

condenser in series. Two rectanguia.r metal plates (7.6 :x 
Cm ..... 

2.5}~fixed parallel to each other (with distance in between 
0 ' 

adjut~Jtable) ~r~m a condenser in parallel with variable con-

denser. Tho discharge tube is mounted \rltbin the parallel 

plate condenser and the condenser plates are fixed in touch 

with the two sides of the tube. The R.F. oscillator is a tuned 

plate tuned grid type the plate coil or' which is inductively 

coupled to a tuned circuit containing .the discharge tube. The 

oscillator working in frequency range 1 • 5 to 5 Ml!z is poa

ered by a stabilized pmver supply. The tre~enoy of observa

tion is 2.58 MHz. Before the discharge is started the circuit 

is tuned and the R.~~ tank current ia measured by R.F. milli

ameter." The vol ta.ge across t'he external plate is measured by 

a valve tube vol.tmetar. Before starting the measurements, the 

disch~rge vessel system is continuously evacuated for a number 

o:f days and properly baked to remove occluded gas~ The ope

ration proceeds for a considerable period, after which the 
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experimental gas. i.e introduced :tn the system. The system is 

flg;,shed a number of time to insure the gas atmosphere inside 

the di~cb~~ge veesel. The discharge is then started and the 

o~rcuit is tuned and the voltage and current measured and 

from these readings the lossy resistance of the ionised ~as 

c~ 'be obtained and hence the conduoti~i~y of the ionised gas 

een be obtained. 

The experimental procedure followed in the present 
. ' 

investigation for the determination of conductivity of en 

i9nieed gas ia different from that adopted in earlier methods 
. ' ·-

and hence the theory of the experiment is outlined below. 

The r~f. voltage from an oscillator was supplied 

to the ionised gaa through a coupled ci~cuit (fig. 2.6) con

sisting of sn r.f.- milliameter~ and a variable condenser 

(values of 500 pt.) in series~ The rectangular metal plates 

(7.6~x 2.5 em) fixed parallel to each other tormod a condin-
~ . . 

ser in parallel with variable .. condense~ .• Tbe discharge tube was 

mounted within the parallel plat~ condenser and the condenser 

p~atee were fix~d touching the two sides of the tube. Before 

the mounting of the ~iscbarge tube ~ E1 ie the voltage deve

loped ,across the m: condenser :for an observed value o!f! the 

current I, at rasonan~e '· then 

(2.1) 
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\ 

where 0 is the eapacity of the fixed condenser in absence of 

the discharge tube, when the discharge tube ia placed within 

the condenser 0!' tw~ effects are.intr.oduced, {1) the diele- 1 
otric constant Of the COt.ldenser ie ol~ged and (ii) tbe iO~ioed ~ 
gas aot0 as a loaay resistance in parallel to tne condenser, eo 

that when th.e diaoharge ie on, the aeqondary circuit is modi-

.. fied ae. shown ~n figure (2.7) (a), the· equivalent circuit for 

that part of circuit .right of the meter is shown in figtn"e 

(2.7) (b). Out put imJ)ed.ance for the two alternative circuit 

in figure (2.7) (c}, are 

in case of parallel combination 

and Zp ::: R'- Jc' 
. ' 

in case of the eeriee combination. Since the out put impedance 

of the two alternative circuits are ta equivalent, 

I . o-
R_.:-_Co.JC' (2.2) 

I+ t0JCR 

io, R - r<.' 
I +W2c2-R'2. -

and~-) 
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Now in general and so 

I 
end C ~ C., • The change o~ dielectric constant o~ 

the condenser will be very small, especially for low density 

plasma and it cen be co~teracted·by adjusting the variable 

condenser. In actual experiment we have noted that this 

change ie insignificant. Hence the.current in the meter 

when the discharge is on, is given by 

-where E2. is the voltage across the condenser when the 

discharge 11!1 on. From equation ('2i1 and t3) 1 it :ta oan be 

abovm that 

(2.4) 

. The voltages, E2 and E1 are .measured with v.T.V.M. 

(Marconi) and 1 1 and I 2 are obtained with the radio frequency 
I 

milliemeter attached with the circuit. After obtaining R R , 
cen be calculated from the relation 

(2.5) 
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If S represents the aree. of the discharge tube 

prese~ted to the radio frequency field introduced inside the 

condenser, s.nd t the thickness of the tube ·then 

R -~ - s (2.6) 

ana ()'¥" the conduoti vi ty Will be given by 

(2.7) 

A stabilized power supply, aupplied power to the 

oscillator (tuned plate grid type) working in the frequency 
. . 

range 1 to 5 MHz.. The frequency at which the present measu

rements have been carried out has been measured to be (work

ing frequency) 2.45 MHzi. ~he out p~t of the oscillator is 

connected .to the two ends of the primary circuit and the 

secondary circuit is coupled to it. The discharge tube 

consists of a long cylindrical glass tube fitted with two 

electrodes and the discharge is egcited by means of e. tran

sformer (4KV). The pressure has been vary carefully measured 

by rocleod Gauge Model VG/~~ 

Pure and dry air has been used and oxygen and hydrogen 

have been prepared from the electrolysis of saturated wo.rm so

lution of Barium hydroxide~ The evo1ved. oxygen and hydrogen we.~e. 

passed through phosphorus pentoxide and sodium hydroxide to 

remove water vapour and other impurities, ammonia waa prepared 

by heating liquid ammonia~ The evolved ammonia. wce.e pe.ased 
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through dry calciumoxide. (Before introducing the gases_the 

whole system waa continuously evacuated for a number of days 

and then flushed with the gas under examination several_times 

before measurements were undertaken). Before sterting the 

discharge the tank current (I1) and the corresponding vol

tages (E1) is measured by mean~ of a valve voltmeter. The 

dj. scharga ia kim then started and the discharge current is 

kept constant while the pressure ·within the discharge tube is 

varied. The corresponding values of I 2 and E2 are noted in 

each case. The observa..t·ion are made in which tne discharge 

current is kept constant (at 10 rnA) whil!e the pressure of the 

gas is varied from few micron upto few mm. The same proced~e 
a.. 

has been repeated~few times and the data have been found to 

be consiat~nt. 

E~erimente in presence o& tran§\•erse magnetiq fie1d:-

(a) The aame. experiment is repeated by applying the 
I 

magnetic field transverse to· the r.f. probe voltage and also 
K 

perpendicular to the direction of the electric field applied 

to maintain discharge. The magnetic field has been supplied 

by an electromagnet which was calibrated· earlier. The current 

to the& electromagnet is supplied XG from a metal rectifier 

fitted with proper filter circuits. Keeping the magnetic field 

constant at a particular value, the pressure of the gas has 

been varied and the cond.uctivity of the gas determined for 

various values of pressure and the same procedure has been 
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repeated for various va1ues of the magnetic field. The expe

riments have been repeated a few times and the resulta have 

been found to be consistent. The observationsbave been taken 

for all. the four gases, air, oxygen, hydrogen and ammon.i.e.. 

(b) Measurement of momentum transfer collision cross -
Wi.tk, Clh\.J... 

section "without magnetic field: 

Here the experimental rarrangament is the same as 

before. The magnetic field is kept eonstant at different 

values(1150G, 1350G and 1650G) and the pressure is varied 

gradually from few micronsto 6 mm of Hg. The experiment• is 

carried out for hydrogen&.-~oxyge:n, '_. ·. · · ' · · ·.~. - · .• 

(o) Voltage current characteristics in ionised gases 

in longitudinal magnetic field: 

Appare,tua:-

(1) 1000 V. (a$,. JQiit){circuit diagram shown in 

fig. 2.13) stabilised power supply unit (ii) High Vacuum Pump 

(iii) Mcleod gauge model VG/2 {iv) Electromagnet (v) Millift• 

mmeter (vi) Auto transformer (vii) A cylindrical discharge 

tube with two brass electrodes (viii) Voltmeter. 

The experimental·arrangement is shown in the 

-figure 2.14. A d~c. source from a 1000 volta ·regulated 
' 

power supply bas bS' en used to ionise the -~~ and the dis

charge tube is s cd cylindrical tube of length 9 em.~ Md 

diameter 2.90 om. fitted with two internal electrodes~ The 

pressure has been measured by all Mcleod gauge Model VG/2,_. 
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Pure a.nd dry air has been ueed and ~·n •:nd. hy~,rogen ha:s~ 

been pre-pared f~~ from the electrolysis of saturated wqrm 

solution of Barium hydroxide using nickel electrodes. The 

evolved ~ge:n msd hydrogen w~s~:: paaeed through phoephoru,a 

pentoxidet and sodium hydroxide to remove water vapour and_ 

other impurities. 

The magnetic field has been proVided with an ele

ctroma.gnet and the lines of force are parallel to the axis of 

the discharge tube. The magnetic field which has been varied. 

from 0 to 800 gauss has been measured by a calibrated fluxmeter. 

Keeping the pressure of the ga.s .. ,oonstant at a pariJicular value, 
·, 

ma the magnetic field bas been varied and the d.c. discharge 

current and voltage between the two electrodes has been mea-
a,... 

sured for.various ~lues of the magnetic field. The ·same pro-

cedure has ·been repeated for different values of the pressure 

and :for different initial discharge currents and voltages •. The 

exp.eriments have been repeated and :the results found to be 
is 

c:onstt;mt. 
" 

(d) Radio frequency b~eakdown in molecular gases in 

longitudinal magnetic field: 

:{i) In.absonce of magnetic field, 

(ii) In presence .of longitudinal magnetic field. 

Apparatus:-

. ( i) R •. ,. Oscillator ( ii) r.~cleod Gauge Mod~l VG/2 

(ii~) Vacuum Pump (tv) Auto Transformer (v) Electromagnet&~ 

(vi) 1 .• 5 KV D. C ~Power Supply (vii) Calibrated voltmeter (viii) 

Discharge tube with inner two brass electrodes. 



The brerurdow.n po~ential of the gas in radio fre-
o... 

quency field[ has been determined in the slight~modified tech-

nique as ha~ been dono previously ~y Gill and Von Engel (1948), 

Sen and Ghosh (1963) and Sen & Gupta (1968). The experimental 

arrangement is shown in figure 2.15. The source of radio fre

quency oscillEtor is a tuned plate* tuned grid oscillator 

designed for generation of voltage in the range of :frequency 

4 to 10 Mllz. The oscillator tube used was of the type 811. 

The plate voltage of the oscillator tube is supplied from a 

full wave rectifier circuit. The input of the rectifier· is 
\.~ . 

made variable by means of a variac and the.out~of the radio 

frequency voltage can be varied continuously. The radio fre

quency voltage is aupplied to the internal electrodes by 

means of Shielded cables and discharge tube is placed between 
e 

the two pole picee of the electr~magnet. The r.m.s. value of ,. 
the voltage is measured with the help of a V.T.V.M. construc

ted in the laboratory using a 6H6 tube. The range of the . 
V.T.V.M. is 600 volts (r.m.a.). The plate volte.ge of the os

c,.llator is grad.ually increased and hence the r.t. applied 

voltage to the vessel also increases. At the point of break

down of the gas the v .• T. V.M. reading shows an abpupt feJ.l of 

few volts and simultaneously a glow appears in the discb&rge 

tube. This point is taken as the breakdown point and the 

corresponding r.m.,s .• va.lue of voltage indicated by V.T.V.M. 

is taken as the breakdown voltage. The pressure of the gas 
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i e measured by the Mcleod gauge model VG/2 supplied by 

M/s •. Be.synth. The pressure of the gas * is varied froin few 

microns to few m.m. of Hg. 

Before starting the measurements the discharge 

vessel system is continuously evacuated and properly baked 

to removed occluded gas. The operation proceeds for a con

siderable periOd/ after which the experimental gas iB int

roduced in the system. The system is fl~shed a number of 

times with the gas from the container to ensure the gao 

atmosphere inside the discharge vesse~. 
' Keeping the pressure fix~d by proper use of stop 

cock• the breakdown voltage is measured by the V.T.V.M. 

(internal impedance 1 MJL. ) as atQJ'ted earlier. Observa

tion at different pressures is.repeated for several times 

and the mean values of breakdown potential are noted against 

the corresponding pressure. The mean values do not deTiate 

more than ! 2 volts for all. the observed val~e~ at the 

corresponding pressure. The same process is repeated for 

al1 the gases mentioned earlier and the respective breek

down·potentia.l data are noted for different pressurelil. 

Measurements in prosen~e of Longitudinal Magnetic fields-

The above mentioned procedure hae again been.re

peated·for all the gasea in presence of magnetic field. The 
'II 

uniform magnetic field which was calibrated at the begiping 

of the experiments ia placed along the radio frequency 

' 
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electric· field. The current to the electromagnet is supplied 
' 

from a metal recti~ier.fitied with proper filter circuits. 

Keeping the magnetic field at a m fixed value, the pressure 

is gr·adue.lly changed and the corresponding breakdown poten

tials are.noted. The same procedure is repeated for different 

values of the magnetic field. Observations were u made for 

0, 110, 200, 400 1 595 gauss. Repee.t~.tion of the,process has 

been made with all th~ tf\-ree.: gases· air, hydrogen~ oxygen and 

ammen!a as diele.ctric medium. The experiments·huve been per

formed a large number of times with wlde intervals and reaul te 

have been found to be conaist~~t. 

(e) Plasma Diffusion in a Magnetic Field: 

APPaz:atus:-

(i) 1 KV stabilized power supply unit (ii) High 

vacuum pump (iii) Mcleod gauge Model VG/2 (iv) Electromagnet 

(v) Dry Battery (vi) Milliameter (vii) Micro~ter (viii) Auto 
. ~ .. 

Transformer (ix) ~discharge tube with two copper inner ele

ctrodes and fitted wi tll two metallic (bre.ss) plate) fixed on 

the two sides. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in the figure 

2.16. Tho values of the diffUsion coefficient for different 

gases in presence of magnetic field and i ~s absence have been 

obtained from.the measurements by the d.c. conductivity of. the 

low temperature plasma. A d.c. source ha.s been used to ionise 
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· the gas from a 1 KV. regula t~d ynwel' supr.1ly cm.d tl1e i discharge 

tube is a cyl.il1tlrioal tube fitted with two br3itss, elect.!?odes~ 

The pressure haa been measured by a :tloleod gauge Model VG/2. 

~WO meta.ll.:!.c plt:.tf}HJ' (4 X 1 cm2) are· fitted (2.3 em, a,p~rt) on 

the two sides (inside) of tile discharge tub.e an(! are co:aneoted 

to a. source of battery .. and a d.o. micro~eter (0 to :;oo ("A). 

Pure and dry air has been used and. oxygen and 

hydrogen have been prepared from the electrolysis of sa~ 

rated worm solution of Barium hydroxide using nickel electro

des. The evolved oxygen and hydrogen were passe~ through 

phosphoruepentoxide,. and eoa.iu.m hydroxide to remove water 

vapour and other impurities .• 

The magnetic field has been supplied by an ele

ctromagnet and the lines of force are perpendictaar both to 

the direction 'of the a.}lplied d. c. _:tield and ihe axis of the 

discharge tube. The current to the eleotromagnet is supplied 

from a mete~ rectifier fitted with proper filter circuits. 

The magnetic field which has been~ varied from 0 to 1000 gausu 

has been measured by a calibrated fluxmeter. Keeping the 

preae\ree of the gae constant at a partioulnr vaLue, the mag

netic field hrta been varied and the· d.c ... current ·between the 

two plates hae been measured fo:r.' various vaiues 9t the applied. 

magnetic :field.. The same procedure baa be~n repeated :m:fxthe for 

,dij'.ferent pressures of the gas. The discharge ·'current ia kept 

"''• 

.f 
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constant at the time of experiment. 

if'l!om the measured value of the d~c. current the 

resistance of the plasma column between the plates has been 

determined and if R is the resistance R = · ,Pifs 
' 

where f is· tbe specific resistance ,t denotes the thick

ness of the plasma column and S the area of the plates. Then 

f = ~ where ~ is the·d~c. conductivity of the plasma. 
' 

the values of d.c. condu~tivity was measured for 

various pressures keeping the :magnetic field constant for 

air, oarbonditXide, hydrogen and helium, neon. The same 

procedure was repeated at different magnetic fields(Gupta · · 

and Sen,1968) 

( Ji) 
-

Effect of the Longitudinal Magnetic field 

OJ1' Electron Temperature and E1ectron Denai ty 

in Ionised Gaaes:-

(1) In absence of magnetic f'ield 1 

(ii} In presence of.'l'ra.nsvarse and longitudinal 

magnetic field. 

Apparatus:,:-

(i) 1.4 KV Stabilized Power Supply Unit. {ii) Dry· 

Battery (iii) High V~cuum Pump {iv) Mcleod Gauge Model VG/2 

(v) ~~ectromagnet (vi) Electronic Multimeters(Ph11I1ps) 

(vii) Milliameter (viii) Microsn®etar (ix) Two discharge 
~ 

tubes with multiple¢ probes and with internal el~ctrodes. 
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The experimental arrangement is shown in figure 

(2.17). The cylindrical discharge tube of length 24.5 cm·and 

diamu~er 4.2 em. fitted with mvo inter~al electrodes (bra~s) 

of diameter 3.2 em. and the separation be~veen this two 

elec·trodes is 16.6 em. A cylindrical metal probe (tungsten) 

at a distance 2.5 em. from the anode of diameter .05 em. and 

the length is 0.4 om. is inserted into the plasma and measures 

the current to the probe as a function of the probe po•ential. 

This potential is applied with dr;y battery. The discharge is 
' ' 

·. 

excited with the help of an electronically regulated power 

.supply of 1400 v. The' pressure has been measured by e:p. Mcleod 
a.... 

gauge Model VG/2. The pressure of the gas is varied t.rom fe* 
" 

mieronsto few mm. of Hg. Before starting the measurements 

t~e discharge vessel is continuously evacuated and properly 

ba~ked to remove occ•uded gas, Pure and dr,y air was used 

dich was passed through phosphoroUs pentoxide to :temove 

traces of water vapour~ 

The magnetic field'haa been supplied by an ele

ctromagnet which is applied at the positive column ~f the 

discharge and the lines of force are perpendicular both to 

the direction of the applied· d.c. field and the axis of the 

discharge tube. The applied field bas been measured by .a ca

librated fluxmeter. 
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The method of measuring the probe current and 

voltage in the glow discharge in air in the case of a longi

tudinal magnetic field is.shown in figure (2.18)'. The dis

charge tube is cylindrical of diameter 2.8 em and fitted with 

two brass electrodes at a distance of 5.5c:m. A cylindrical 

metal (tungsten) probe at a distance 3.3 em. from the anode 

of diameter .05 em. and length 0.3 em. is inserted into the 

plasma and measures the current to the probe as a function of 

the probe potential. The tube ia thoroughly cleaned and dried 

and placed within the pole pieces of an electromagnet so that 
A 

the lines of force are parallel ~o the axis of the discharge 

tube. The pole pipes hnve the diameter of 3.5 om. Which en

sures that the magnetic field is uniform throughout the length 

of the tube because it is essential that the magnetic field 

should be tree from radial components. Keeping the pressure 

constant; the probe voltage ia var,.ed and the corresponding 

values of probe current not~d for a fiKBd magnetic field. The 

same prooedur~ has been repeated for· different magnetic .field~ ,.. 

The current baa been found to approach a limiting 

value which ia independent of ];)Otential current and b.as a 

tendency to attain saturation and _at limiting part. This is 

called saturation current and is ~etermined by the charge 

which is transported by the electrons that strike the surface 
I . • . 

'\'1. 

of the probe in their thermal motion •. Kowing the thermal speed ,... 
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of the electrons the plasma density can be found from the 

a~turation current, 

0 

( ~KT. )\;2-
ts = Ae-ne. \ rr~ {2.8) 

where A is the effective area of the p~obe. 

In case of ion A, = 2 rro..-l.,; a be the radius 

end ,t be the length of the probe respectively end for 

electron Ae = L\ 0.. ~ , 'he :is the ele~tron density, 

:le the charge of the electron, K is the 'Boltmrumn cons

tant', "rYl the mas of the electro~, Te. u the electron 
t 0 

temperature can be found out by plo~ing the , current t aa a 

function of the potential on a loga~i thmj.c scale. We obtein 

a. straight line over e. wide range by the eqn. 

· ev 
Lo~ Le = ~ + constant. (2.9) 

KTe 

where the slope ot the· stl,aight line { e /K Te ) allows 

ua to determine the temperature ( Te ) • The theory of' probe 

111: zero magnetic field ( 1924 ~ Langmuir and r!olit-Smith). 

reate .on ~vo assumptions viz. (a) The dimensions of the 

probe are small compared with the .mean free path of ions 

and electrons~ This means that the probe can be assumed 

to coliect only a relatively small number of charged 

particles in the plasma around the shesth so that outside 
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this sheath the plasma is ( to a close approximation), 

undisturbed by the prese~teof the probe. (b) The tbi-
1 

okness of the space charge sheath surrounding ~he probe is 

timall compared with the mean free path of ions and ele

ctrons. Thus the sheath can be treated as a region in 

which ions and electrons move in a vacuum, undisturbed 
Z>/4 I 

by collisions~ Its thickness d o( Vp h Y:z. 

:for constant mean ion energy, where vP is the potential 

across the sheath and · n the ion concentration. 
l, • • 




